TAX RATES IN NEW YORK’S ADULT-USE CANNABIS MARKET
Introduction
The New York City Cannabis Industry Association and the Hudson Valley Cannabis
Industry Associations (the “CIAs”) have issued a joint statement urging the New York State
Assembly and Senate to pass adult-use cannabis legalization legislation in 2020 for many reasons,
including the promotion of social justice, job creation, and collection of badly-needed revenue to
close the budget gap caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. For legalization to have a lasting positive
impact, the law in whatever form it is passed must create an environment that will enable the
legalized market to thrive and bring legacy market participants within the regulatory framework.
The tax rate assessed by the new law will be a key factor in the short and long-term success
of the industry. The regulatory committee of each of the CIAs have reviewed the tax rates
proposed by the Marihuana Regulation and Taxation Act (“MRTA”) and compared them to the
tax rates charged in a number of other states that already have legalized cannabis industries, as
well as the proposed rates in neighboring states that are likely to have a legalized adult-use market
in the near future.
As set forth in greater detail below, while the tax rates proposed in the MRTA are superior
to many states with an adult-use market, New York must do better to address the serious challenges
that the legacy market and regulated cannabis markets in neighboring states will pose to a regulated
cannabis market in New York. The regulatory committees recommend that any adult-use
legalization legislation lower the initial tax rate to 12% from the 22% currently proposed, as the
retail prices of cannabis products are highest in the first few years following legalization. The
State can gradually increase the tax rate in subsequent years as the industry matures and prices
decrease.
Background
As states have legalized cannabis for medical and adult-use, there has been significant
debate over the best way to tax this industry at the state and local level. What is known about the
consequences of imposing various taxes on the industry is evolving. However, it is clear that a
low initial tax rate is essential to attract legacy market participants to the regulated market, thereby
reducing the size of the cannabis market that is unregulated and untaxed. It also allows the legal
market to gain footing and thrive by keeping overall pricing reasonable when the cost of cannabis
is at its highest immediately following legalization. States with legal cannabis industries use a
variety of taxes, including weight-, price- and potency-based excise taxes (explained further
below). Besides excise taxes, some states also allow for state, local, and special district sales taxes
to apply. While some states choose to levy only one of those taxes, others have instituted a multitiered taxation system using a combination of the methods below. A brief discussion of these tax
types follows.
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I.

Weight-Based Excise Taxes

Excise taxes are paid on purchases of specific goods and are based upon the quantity of the
goods sold (e.g., number of units, volume, and weight).1 For example, New York places an excise
tax on tobacco cigarettes at the rate of $4.35 per package of 20 cigarettes.
A weight-based excise tax on cannabis can benefit the state because if the volume of
cannabis sold stays relatively stable then the amount of tax revenue should remain relatively
stable, regardless of fluctuations in the price of cannabis. 2 For example, Colorado saw wholesale
cannabis prices fall by more than half between July 2016 and July 2018. 3 A weight-based tax
insulates against market variability because the tax remains constant regardless of price.
However, there are drawbacks to a weight-based method of taxation on cannabis. This
system would be far more complex for a state to administer. A state using a weight-based excise
tax must have a system in place to measure, report, and verify the amount of cannabis being
sold. As such, taxes on cannabis should initially be as straightforward as possible to allow the
market to mature. Nor do weight-based taxes account for THC potency, somewhat contrary to the
notion of a cannabis “excise” tax.
II.

Price-Based Excise Taxes

The simplest and most commonly used tax is a price-based excise tax. It can be applied at
either the retail or wholesale level at a consistent rate, easing administrative burdens. Another
advantage of price-based taxes is that it will lead to higher tax payments on more expensive
products, which will likely be purchased by higher-income consumers. 4 A price-based excise tax
will yield higher tax revenues from products with greater THC percentages. For example,
concentrated cannabis products are consistently more expensive than cannabis flower products
on a per gram basis. A price-based excise tax will result in an increase of tax revenue when
concentrated cannabis is purchased.
Price-based excise taxes on cannabis will likely result in lower tax revenues over time. 5 As
cannabis markets mature over the first few years, prices have been shown to decrease. 6 In
Colorado, the average price of cannabis decreased by more than half in a two-year period between
July 2016 to July 2018.7 This emphasizes the importance of adjusting the excise tax rate over
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time. While it is important to keep taxes low initially to prevent a larger divide between the legal
market and the legacy market, the tax rate can be increased as the sale price of cannabis to the
retailer falls, the legacy market diminishes, and consumers grow accustomed to the benefits of
shopping in a legal market.
III.

Potency-Based Excise Taxes

Another revenue generation tool for states is to levy an excise tax based upon the THC
content of a product, rather than its weight or price. While this would achieve a higher tax rate on
higher-potency products, there are several drawbacks to using THC content as the taxing standard:
cannabis testing facilities do not have the same regulation and oversight that most labs
require,8 there is no industry standard for cannabis potency testing, and there are issues with the
reliability and replicability of the testing.9 Although an interesting possibility for the future,
potency-based excise taxes are not recommended now.
Adult-Use Cannabis Taxation Considerations
It is important for any state that legalizes adult-use cannabis to compete successfully with
the legacy market. This is especially true in New York, which may have the largest legacy market
in the country, if not the world. One significant problem in this competition is the price
discrepancy between purchasing cannabis legally and illicitly. Price is the primary reason that
consumers continue purchasing cannabis illegally, costing states millions of dollars in lost tax
revenues. Current estimates show that 80% of cannabis sold in California comes from the legacy
market.10 The dominance of the legacy market has greatly hindered California’s ability to collect
tax revenue. Despite projecting over $1 billion in tax revenue for 2018, California collected only
$345 million.11 Furthermore, California is not alone in losing sales to the legacy market. It has
been estimated that over 50% of the cannabis sold in Washington comes from the legacy market
as well.12 Like California, Washington also has extremely high tax rates on cannabis, leading to
the continued influence and use of the illicit market. 13
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Over the first few years of a legalized cannabis market, winning the competition with the
legacy market is a crucial factor in the overall success of the industry. However, retail prices tend
to be very high initially and the legacy market has continued to thrive, despite a legal option for
consumers.14 States contribute to this problem by imposing high regulatory costs on cannabis
businesses.15 Between licensing fees, high taxes, and other regulatory hurdles, cannabis businesses
are forced to increase prices to become profitable.16 This problem is further aggravated by tax
problems at the Federal level. Section 280E of the federal tax law places an increased tax burden
on cannabis businesses because it prohibits the deduction of all cannabis business expenses, except
the cost of goods sold.17 Since only cost of goods deductions are allowed, dispensaries are
especially hard hit, as they cannot deduct the expenses of labor and cultivation.
For an adult-use cannabis market to succeed in New York, taxes must be kept low for the
first few years as the industry develops. As shown in other states, following legalization, cannabis
prices start out being much higher than legacy market prices. 18 This gives consumers a
disincentive to shop at legal dispensaries, especially for consumers with a history of purchasing
from the legacy market.19A good strategy for giving legalized cannabis businesses a fighting
chance to compete with the legacy market is to increase cannabis taxes gradually as the legalized
market matures and evolves over time. 20 There is precedent in taking this approach, as it was used
by the federal government when alcohol prohibition ended. 21 This approach would put the legal
cannabis industry on a more even footing with the legacy market. Although a price discrepancy
will still exist initially, phasing in the taxes as the market matures will reduce the gap. 22 However,
once the legal market is established, taxes can be increased as the price of cannabis falls, and the
legacy market diminishes.
There are also considerations based upon the relationship between medical and adult-use
markets within a state. When adult-use cannabis becomes legalized, it is important to avoid
cannibalizing the medical market. An “excise” tax on medical cannabis—if any—should be lower
than the adult-use market tax rate, given its medical purpose. Adult-use cannabis taxation, rather,
acts as a “sin tax” on recreational cannabis consumption. Some policymakers have been concerned
that having a medical tax rate that is too low will lead to less recreational tax revenue for the
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state.23 They fear people will simply become medical patients to pay less for cannabis. To combat
this potential problem, New York state should have a robust regulatory system in place for medical
cannabis, which ensures that only patients with legitimate needs become licensed patients. 24
In considering a proper tax on cannabis, New York must also look at its greater region to
see what methods and tax rates other states are applying to adult-use cannabis. To better
incentivize purchases of cannabis within state borders, a state does not want to have tax rates far
in excess of competing states nearby. As states continue to legalize cannabis for adult-use, greater
interstate competition occurs, as is the case with cigarettes. 25 Evidence of this has been seen in
between Washington and Oregon, as low-priced cannabis in Oregon has driven some Washington
consumers to purchase there.26 Thus, to set an appropriate tax rate, New York must examine what
rates competing states nearby are implementing.
Current Tax Rates & Proposals for Adult-Use Cannabis
I.

Massachusetts

Massachusetts has imposed a tax scheme to facilitate its newly legalized adult-use
cannabis industry, learning from the mistakes of states like California and
Washington. Massachusetts retail sales began in 2018. It imposes a 10.75% cannabis excise tax
at the retail level, with a state sales tax of 6.25%, and an additional local sales tax, up to 3% on
cannabis.27 This tax rate is more preferable than the California tax rate for the reasons set forth
above and places far less administrative burdens on businesses and the state, as it only places a
price-based tax at the retail level. Although having taxes lower than California, it is estimated
that up to 90% of cannabis sales conducted in Massachusetts in 2018 were from the legacy
market.28 This was due to several factors. Although it has imposed a lower tax rate than
California, Massachusetts still suffers from high retail prices and low supply. 29 Much of this can
be explained by the slow rollout of licensed retailers, which is due to the Massachusetts
requirement that dispensaries must first negotiate contracts with local governments. 30
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II.

New Jersey Proposal

The New Jersey Marijuana Legalization Amendment will be on the ballot in New Jersey
as a legislatively-referred constitutional amendment on November 3, 2020. 31 The proposal applies
the state sales tax of 6.625% to cannabis sales, while allowing for local governments to apply up
to an additional 2% sales tax.32 This is a highly competitive tax rate which will enable legal
cannabis businesses to better compete with the legacy market. As the proposed tax rate in New
Jersey is substantially less than the tax rate being proposed in the MRTA, New Jersey’s legal adultuse cannabis businesses will have a great opportunity to entice buyers from New York, likely faced
with higher prices in their own state.
III.

Connecticut Proposal

The current proposed bill, SB-16, would place taxes on the wholesale and retail levels. It
would begin by placing a weight-based tax of $1.25/g. for flower, $0.50/g. for cannabis trim, and
$0.28/g. for wet cannabis.33 The bill would also apply a 3% excise tax on cannabis sales and the
state sales tax of 6.35%.34 Although a low price-based excise tax exists in this proposal, the
weight-based tax turns out to be quite expensive. With an additional $35/oz. in taxes resulting
from the weight-based wholesale tax, Connecticut’s tax proposal would give New York a chance
to offer a lower tax rate, keeping sales within its borders.
IV.

California

California legalized adult-use cannabis in 2016, with sales being initiated in 2018. 35 It has
one of the highest tax rates on cannabis in the United States, utilizing both weight-based and
price-based taxes. Adult-use cannabis is taxed at the wholesale level at $9.65/oz. for flowers,
$2.97/oz. for leaves, and $1.35/oz. for fresh cannabis plants.36 At the retail level, there is also a
15% cannabis excise tax, local cannabis business taxes (which can reach as high as 20% of gross
receipts), as well as state and local sales taxes. 37 California is losing an enormous amount of sales
to the legacy market, despite retail sales beginning in 2018. The current tax structure places a
heavy burden on adult-use businesses, increasing the cost of cannabis products, and driving
consumers to illicit sources. Legacy market cannabis prices in California are also less than half
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the cost of cannabis from the legal market. 38 With effective tax rates that can rise above 40%, not
surprisingly, many consumers are still purchasing cannabis from the legacy market.
MRTA Tax Analysis
As drafted, the MRTA provides that adult-use cannabis products would be taxed at a total
of 22% at the wholesale level. 39 This tax rate consists of an 18% excise tax, along with additional
1% and 3% taxes.40 The MRTA also exempts cannabis purchases from sales tax. 41 The MRTA
has made significant strides in improving the proposed tax rates for adult-use cannabis. Doing
away with the additional weight-based excise tax, as was seen in prior versions, will help legal
businesses in their competition with the legacy market. The exemption from sales tax is also a
strength of the bill as it further closes the gap between legal and legacy market prices.
Despite the improvements, the proposed tax rate is still too high and should be lowered to
a total of 12%. We propose breaking this down to an 8% excise tax at the wholesale level, while
maintaining the 1% and 3% taxes as written. As stated earlier, when legal adult-use cannabis
markets start retail sales, prices are significantly higher than in the legacy market. However, for
the legal industry to succeed, the price gap must be closed. Keeping the tax rate low for the first
couple of years, while the retail price is high, is imperative in allowing the New York adult-use
market to succeed. Once the market begins to mature and the prices fall, tax rates should be
reexamined and increased so the state still collects healthy tax revenue over time. A 12% adult
use tax is also higher than New York’s medical cannabis excise tax (7%), to discourage
matriculation from the medical to adult use market.
As the number of legal cannabis adult-use markets continues to grow, so does the
competition between the states. As is done with cigarettes and alcohol, people will go to
neighboring states to make purchases at lower prices. Keeping adult-use cannabis prices even or
slightly lower than neighboring states will help keep New York residents buying cannabis in New
York. The biggest competitors for New York, regionally, will be New Jersey, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts. The proposed tax rate in the MRTA is slightly higher than Massachusetts (22%
vs. maximum of 20%). However, New Jersey’s proposal would greatly encourage New York City
residents and those of Westchester County and Rockland County to leave the state when
purchasing cannabis. Under the New Jersey proposal, cannabis would only be taxed at 6.625%,
plus up to an additional 2%. At a maximum tax rate of 8.625%, New Jersey’s rate is far more
competitive than New York’s, leading to lower New Jersey prices and making it likely that many
New Yorkers would make cannabis purchases in New Jersey instead. Connecticut has proposed a
two-tier taxing system with a weight-based tax and a price-based tax, to go along with the state
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sales tax. This method provides New York an opportunity to have a price advantage over
Connecticut.
If New York lowered the cannabis excise tax rate to a total of 12%, the New York adultuse market would be more consumer-friendly than either Connecticut or Massachusetts, and
competitive with the New Jersey adult-use tax rate. With a minimal difference between the tax
rates in New York and New Jersey, more New Yorkers would stay and make their purchases instate, leading to more tax revenue. It would also be wise for New York, New Jersey, Connecticut,
and Pennsylvania to continue regional coordination efforts on cannabis regulation. 42
Massachusetts should also join these efforts. By coordinating within the region for the adult-use
cannabis market, states could greatly deter their citizens from leaving their state to make
purchases. A regional approach would also prevent a race to the bottom between the states. If the
regional states have a wide range of tax rates on adult-use cannabis, many consumers will pick and
choose where to buy, as price remains a key purchasing decision in the cannabis market. If one
state greatly reduces its adult-use taxes, the neighboring states will risk losing consumers, which
may in turn cause them to lower their taxes, and so on. If this occurs while the market is maturing,
the individual states will see a large reduction in tax revenue. A regional approach to cannabis
would ensure that the states remain competitive, keeping their citizens within their borders.
Competition with neighboring states is not the only threat facing the adult-use market in
New York. The state will also face stiff competition from the legacy market that already exists
here. The legacy market is well-established in New York, especially in the greater New York City
area. New York City cannabis consumers can find dispensary-quality cannabis at low prices. It
is not uncommon for an ounce of cannabis to cost between $200-250. Even the more expensive
delivery cannabis services running in the city charge around $50 per eighth. With the deals many
provide, an ounce from these delivery services can often cost around $300. Under the previous
version of the MRTA, the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws estimated that
an eighth of cannabis flower would cost between $60-70. 43 Although the proposed reduction in
taxes will lower this price, the legal businesses will still be at a significant disadvantage versus the
legacy market. As prices are naturally higher during the first few years of an adult-use industry,
many customers will continue making purchases from the legacy market, where cannabis can be
purchased at half the price. Between the legacy market that exists in the area and the low tax
proposal in New Jersey, New York’s adult-use market could be under serious threat. Heavy users
(consuming cannabis five or more times a week) are reported to account for between 71-75% of
cannabis sales.44 With price being an important factor, New York must act to keep these consumers
within their borders. New York does not want to be left in a position where the majority of adult-
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use sales are from novelty or tourist purchases. Without the support of its own residents, the adultuse market in New York will be in a precarious position.
Conclusion
Using a price-based excise tax method will yield the lowest administrative burden to the
State and if the total rate is initially set to 12%, it will lower the retail prices of cannabis, while
market prices are temporarily inflated following legalization. It is important that New York
monitor its market after legalization, so it can modify tax rates over time as the market matures
and prices decrease. New York also should make sure the medical tax rate remains lower than the
adult-use rate, and that medical cannabis is limited to the patients that need it. Finally, New York
can learn from mistakes made by other states in their regulation of an adult-use cannabis industry.
To prevent the legacy market from maintaining a large market share, New York must lower
the proposed excise tax rate, or risk facing the same loss in tax revenue as California and
Washington have. New Jersey poses a significant threat with its proposed tax rate and recent polls
show 61% of New Jersey residents support the cannabis amendment. 45 However, appropriate
taxation of the adult-use cannabis market will make it likely that New York will attain substantial
benefits from legalization.
This analysis was researched, debated and authored by the Regulatory Committees of the
New York City Cannabis Industry Association and the Hudson Valley Cannabis Industry
Association, as led by Sheri Tarr (NYCCIA) and James Landau (HVCIA). We wish to express
our deep appreciation for the hard work of our members of this joint collaboration: Ansel IvensAnderson, Jacqueline Ferraro, David Guevara, Craig Hyland, James Licata, Amanda Reyes,
Eliyahu Scheiman, Jeffrey Schultz, David Serrano, Bruce Sterman, Douglas Trokie and David
Wenger.
For more information, please email us at info@nyccia.org or info@hvcia.org. For press
inquiries, please contact David Holland at (212) 842-2480.
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